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TCR Online – Daily/Weekly/Monthly (DWM) Billing Feature 
4/4/16 

 

OVERVIEW 
 
Billing the rental of your large ticket items (i.e. Arrow Boards, Message Boards) has always been a challenge if you have 
set prices for a week or a month and do not charge on a per day basis.   TCR now has the ability to set up this special 
type of pricing that automatically determines how many days / weeks / months to charged based on a number of new 
settings and price structures. 
 
You will need to have the TCR Equipment Tracking module to be able to use this feature as it requires you to setup your 
equipment (i.e. AB/MB) by equipment code / serial# and have the information added to all of your tickets. 
 
 

SETUP 
 
Administrative Settings –  

DWM Categories – TCR allows you to determine how many days are considered a week or a month.  Most 
people using DWM pricing give customers a break and may switch to 1week pricing once the equipment has 
been on rent for less than 7 days, or monthly pricing if on rent for less than 30 days.  By setting up various DWM 
categories, you have the flexibility to treat your various equipment types differently. 
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Company – There is a new section on the Company information page that allows you to set some company-wide 
preferences.  Keep in mind these settings will apply to all customers and all jobs that use the DWM feature. 
 

 
 
First you need to determine if you are even going to allow for DWM pricing to be used.  Then, if you have the 
box checked, you need to determine how to handle a few of the more complicated parts of DWM billing: 
 

1. Since the first billing of an item may be near the end of the month / end of the billing cycle, and it may 
be charged at a higher rate on that first invoice, you have the option to credit that amount back on the 
2nd invoice and recalculate the proper DWM pricing based on a full billing cycle.  

 
If you do not check the Credit First Billing, then the DWM price will be charged based on the number of 
days on rent on the first invoice, and on the second invoice it will start counting from the beginning of 
the billing cycle and not include the days the item was on rent previously. 
 

2. Another option is to automatically prorate the first billing, assuming they plan to keep the item on rent 
for a month or more.  If checked, instead of calculating the DWM price for the first invoice, it will 
prorate the monthly price.  For example, if your monthly price is $500, and you chose to use 30 days as 
your proration divider, and the item was on rent for 10 days, the charge would be calculated as ($500 / 
30) * 10 = $166.70. 

 
3. This same option is available for the last billing for the item.  If the customer had the item on rent for 3 

months, getting the normal monthly rate, then returns the item 4 days into the next billing cycle, the 
system would charge $66.68 instead of your daily rate x 4 days. 

 
Application Settings – 

Equipment Types – these are your general categories of equipment – Arrow Boards, Message Boards, Light 
Towers, etc. and will be associated to your specific equipment / asset.  You will need to assign the equipment 
type to one of the DWM Categories you created above and determine, if you use straight proration, how many 
days will the weekly and monthly price be divided by. 
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Equipment – these records represent your actual equipment / asset.  Each piece of equipment will be tied to an 
equipment type and have a unique equipment code.  This code is usually stenciled on the equipment so the 
drivers know which one is delivered and picked up. 
 
It will be required that this equipment code is entered on tickets in Item Tracking form when the equipment is 
delivered and returned.  So your drivers will have to make note of this on all tickets. 
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Price Lists – there are 2 extra fields/columns for you to enter in a weekly and monthly price.  These prices 
represent the full price you would charge per week or per month, and not the prorated daily rate you may have 
setup previously (see below). 
 

 
 
 

We suggest you set up a new Unit of Measure (Admin Settings) for DWM since the Per Day or Per Week 
or Per Month will not make sense.  Keep in mind that the only place that the Units is used is on the 
Weekly Landscape invoice format and on quotes.  It has no effect on how the charges are calculated. 
 
While entering Weekly and Monthly prices is not limited to tracking items nor limited based on whether 
you have the Equipment Module, entering those prices will be ignored and have no effect on your 
billing. 
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USING DWM ON JOBS 
 
Jobs – there is a new field in the billing section called Rate Type.  The default will be Daily, representing how TCR 
currently works.  If your Company setting allows for use of DWM pricing (mentioned above), then you have the option at 
the job level to select DWM as your rate type.  By selecting DWM, it will allow for tracking items (AB/MB) to be billed 
using the new DWM pricing / settings, otherwise they will continue to bill at the current daily rate.  You can still have 
non DWM items on the same job and will continue to bill at the normal daily rates on the same invoice as your tracking 
items. 
 
When Rate Type DWM is selected the Invoice Format will change to the new DWM format. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  Due to the complexity in how the DWM feature has been integrated into TCR, you only 
want to set the rate type to DWM on new jobs, or jobs that never had any tracking items delivered / billed on 
the job site.  And once you have the rate type set for a job, and a tracking item has been billed, you will not be 
able to change the rate type. 
 
 

On the Jobs reports menu there is a new report that will list any open jobs that are setup with a Rate Type of DWM so 
you can keep track of those jobs.  
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Tickets – you will create tickets like you do now, delivering or picking up equipment, but when adding Items to the 
ticket, if you select a tracking item (based on your line item setting) and the Job has a rate type of DWM, you can select 
the item to be DWM.  Not all of your tracking items have to be DWM, however, all of the same type of item (i.e. AB) has 
to be DWM.  You cannot have some AB at Daily and some at DWM. 
 
All of your non-tracking items (i.e. barricades, cones, etc.) will still use the current Daily rate type. 
 

 
 
 
 
Item Tracking - Items that have DWM Rate Type will require you to enter in an Equipment Code for each item before 
you will be able to final edit the ticket. 
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You also have to be sure to indicate which equipment is returned on a ticket. 
 

 
 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  The only way this DWM feature will work is if your drivers are giving you accurate information 
regarding what equipment is delivered and returned. 
 
 

INVOICING 
 
There is a new field for you to select a Rate Type of Daily or DWM when selecting the batch of jobs to invoice.  And if 
DWM is chosen, the invoice format with change to the new DWM invoice format.  You will now probably have another 
batch of invoices you will need to process separate from your normal invoice batches. 
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There will be no other changes in how you invoice jobs or export the invoices to your accounting software other than 
you may have to rethink how you run your invoice batches. 
 
There will be a difference in the calculation / charge for those DWM items.  And because each item will be treated as a 
separate item (i.e. 2 AB on the invoice), each item will be listed on the invoice.   What appears for the charge will depend 
on your various Admin. Settings. 
 
With the DWM feature each AB and equipment code will be listed separately: 

Arrow Board – 101 1/15/15 – 1/31/15 17 days   Charge = $450 (2 weeks + 3 days) 
Arrow Board – 102 1/20/15 – 1/31/15 12 days   Charge = $300  (2 weeks) 
 

 
Here is a sample of the new DWM invoice format.  Only the tracking items will have data in the weekly and monthly 
columns.  Your regular daily rentals will continue to show their qty. on rent and daily price. 
 

 


